CASE STUDY

FLOKI 6.5 - A NEW BIO-BASED MINI 6.5 RACING
YACHT FOR THE MINI TRANSAT 6.5 RACE
As a pioneer in the development of high-performance bio-based epoxies, Sicomin has
worked alongside some of the most innovative yacht builders, as they challenged the
conventional composite material thinking and looked for more environmentally friendly
options. Sicomin’s latest bio-composite success story features the company’s GreenPoxy®
resins in the build of a uniquely sustainable new Mini 6.5 class yacht the FLOKI 6.5
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absorb very little resin, enabling high reinforcement
ratios in the ﬁnished laminate. With a density only
half that of carbon ﬁbre and impressive sound and
vibration damping qualities, the bamboo
reinforcements produce a highly functional as well
as ecological bio-composite structure. With the
bamboo twill forming the primary laminates for the
FLOKI 6.5, a 300gsm stitched +/-45˚ ﬂax ﬁbre fabric
was also used for the secondary bonding and taping
in the structure.
Maximising the inclusion of sustainable materials
onboard, sandwich panel sections of the FLOKI 6.5
will use AIREX’s latest T92 PET foam formulation 80kg/m3 and 100kg/m3 densities in 10mm and 20mm
thicknesses – that is the ﬁrst to be manufactured
from post-consumer recycled PET drinks bottles. The
infusion of the hull, deck, roof, and structural panels
with the GreenPoxy 33 laminating resin chosen for
secondary lamination of the assembled parts. Both
resins can be used with different hardener speeds
depending on the component size and curing time
required.

T92 core for the project, which also features AIREX’s
SealX surface treatment that halves the resin uptake
of the core material, is also delivered by Sicomin as
part of their range of complimentary core,
reinforcement and process consumable products
supplied with their resin systems.

Sicomin’s GreenPoxy resin range is fully compatible
with a wide range of traditional composite ﬁbres
and fabrics as well as more sustainable bio-based
reinforcements. For the FLOKI 6.5, Antoine worked
with bamboo textile specialists Cobratex, selecting
their 350gm 2x2 twill weave bamboo fabric for the
hull, deck and roof panels. As well as excellent
environmental credentials, the Cobratex material
actually has a negative carbon footprint, this novel
reinforcement provides several unique beneﬁts. The
bamboo strips act as tiny sandwich structures that
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Building with a hull jig rather than a traditional plug
or mould, allows the build to start almost straight
away. As soon as the jig is in place and the ﬁrst
bamboo ﬁbre and Infugreen 810 panels have been
infused, the next steps in the hull and deck build can
follow:
• Cutting of the hull panels using CNC cut templates
• Dry ﬁtting and setting up of the panel structure on
the jig
• Forming the hull's planks on the jig and bonding
them in place
• Secondary lamination between the hull panels
• Lifting and ﬂipping the hull
• Secondary lamination on the inner hull skin (planks
and bulkheads, local reinforcements)

“We have built quite some expertise with naturals

• Deck and cockpit panels ﬁtted directly to the
composite structure

projects For the FLOKI 6.5 it was really important to us

• bonding of the roof (the roof is made on its own
jig using the same process as the hull)

ﬁbres and Sicomin’s bio-resins during our previous
to have materials that didn’t compromise in terms of
performance and processability, as well as being
green.v This is where Sicomin are so strong, the

Smaller components such as the yacht’s rudders will
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be built in their own moulds using a mix of bamboo
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and carbon ﬁbres along with GreenPoxy 33 resin.
The FLOKI 6.5 build is now well underway at
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6.5 on the water soon.
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